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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
One of the Economic Empowerment of the Poor and Women in the East-West Economic
Corridor Project (hereinafter the Project) assumptions was that there is immediate availability of
land for the construction of two buildings/facilities such as Processing Facility and Market.
However, after two years of Project implementation, PMU and PIU assessed several lands that
were proposed by the state government in Kyaikhto township and MOHT in Mawlamyine.
During the implementation of Project activities, Project beneficiaries were informed that Project
includes the construction of the processing facilities. Some beneficiaries were interested and
offered to Project for sharing their land to the groups of beneficiaries (free of charge).
The Project in close coordination with the groups of project beneficiaries, PMU, PIU, ADB and
local authorities, plans to build two facilities in the target townships. The land is owned by a
group of villagers and project beneficiaries. The landowners decided to share with the project
the land for the construction of two processing facilities in Ta Khon Tine and Htaung Kay
Villages in Mudon township, Mon State in Myanmar.

The Project needs to perform a due diligence for the two proposed plots, to assure the
following:
A. Verify that the donation/sharing is in fact voluntary and did not result from coercion,
using verbal and written records and confirmation through an independent third party;
and
B. Ensure that voluntary donations/sharing do not severely affect the living standards of
affected persons and benefit them directly.

The Project is categorized C for involuntary resettlement (IR) and B for Indigenous People (IP)
impacts as per Operations Manual F1/ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement, 2009 (SPS). Any
civil
works or infrastructure upgrading that may cause any involuntary resettlement or land
acquisition or indigenous people impacts will not be eligible to be financed under the grant. Any
component that may cause any involuntary resettlement or forced land acquisition will not be
eligible to be financed under the grant.
During the due diligence mission (for both plots) no buildings neither any private/public
structure were found in the plots. The plots are located in urban areas surrounded by small
wooden houses. As per the information shared during the meetings, plots are not prone to be
flooded. It was confirmed that the proposed processing facilities will not trigger any IR and IP
impact.
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Only after the clearance from ADB about the results shown on the due diligence for both plots
the procurement for works will start.
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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
INTRODUCTION
1. The Asian Development Bank (ADB), through a funding from Japan Fund for Poverty
Reduction (JFPR), supported the Economic Empowerment of the Poor and Women in the
East-West Economic Corridor Project (EEPW-EWECP). A total budget of $3.45 million for
the period 2017-2019 has been provided and an extension until December 2020 for the
Project implementation. The Project supports micro and small enterprise (MSE)
development, and increased employment and economic opportunities for the poor and
women selling crafts and local food to tourists and residents in the east-west economic
corridor. The identified Project locations are in the four townships of Chaungzone, Kyaik
Hto, Mawlamyine, and Mudon, in Mon State, Myanmar. This Project is an integrated
approach to enable micro entrepreneurs to access technical training, skills in business
management, appropriate technology, finance, and markets to build competitive and
sustainable businesses and contribute to reducing household poverty.
2. The Project has the following outputs:
Output 1: Development of skills and management capacity of micro and small enterprises
and their employees. This output will undertake: (i) value chain and market studies to
identify final selection of crafts and local foods to be supported; (ii) design and implement
training programs to improve existing and create new product lines based on the
foundation studies; and (iii) train master trainers from existing training bodies (vocational
training institutes, government agencies, NGOs) and provide training materials and
equipment, as needed.
Output 2: Strengthened access to business services, credit and commercial networks.
This output will map input suppliers, business development training service providers,
micro-finance providers, and the feasibility of credit access and commercial networks to
strengthen market linkages. It will develop training courses and deliver training on
business development, management and accounting that culminate in individual business
plans. Activities will strengthen producers and retailers’ access to affordable credit by
introducing them to local microfinance institutions, while implementing training modules to
train producer/retailer groups to create independent savings and credit groups.
Commercial networks involving producers, suppliers, wholesalers, and retail outlets and
markets in Mon and Yangon will be strengthened by supporting participation in trade fairs
and business matching workshops. Support to develop a "Made in Mon, Myanmar" brand,
product design competitions for innovative handicrafts, and related marketing and
promotion program will further raise market awareness of products produced in the Project
areas.
Output 3: Improved infrastructure to support access to markets and processing facilities.
This output will provide retailers and traders with a custom-built public market facility with
amenities in Mawlamyine and a multi-function processing center in Kyaik Hto, with both
facilities operated under public-private community partnership models (PPCP) to promote
local ownership while ensuring effective management and long-term financial
sustainability. This output will also establish a market management committee comprising
local community members, retailers, small-scale producers, and local government
authorities.
Output 4: Enhanced capacity of EA, IA and key stakeholders. This output will strengthen
management capacity of the PMU and PIU by supporting institutional capacity building
through trainings and interagency coordination for smooth Project implementation,
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including bi-annual Project review and planning meetings with participation of Project staff,
village focal point representatives, and other Project stakeholders. Sex-disaggregated
Project performance and monitoring systems will also be established to monitor key
performance indicators, safeguards compliance and the Gender action plan (GAP).
SUBPROJECT DESCRIPTION
Under Output 3, the Project is planning the construction of two (2) processing facilities for
the Project beneficiaries during 2020.
As per the Project design, the land for the construction of the processing facilities should
be facilitated by the government (EA). Unfortunately, no public land is immediately
available for the construction. As a response to this situation, the Project received the
offer from the communities and beneficiaries to share their own land to build small
processing facilities to support and enhance the production of the Project products in the
different targeted townships.
Namely the proposed facilities are the following:
• One (1) “weaving and dyeing processing facility” at Ta Khon Tine village in Mudon
Township, Mon State.
• One (1) “sewing and tailoring processing facility” at Htaung Kay village in Mudon
township, Mon State.
Location: Both processing facilities are located in the targeted township of our Project
(Mudon).
Land ownership: The land for the construction of the facilities, is shared (free of any
charge) by a group of beneficiaries and a Project beneficiary, under clear conditions and a
common agreement.
Facility
Ta Khon Tine village (weaving and dyeing)
Htaung Kay village (tailoring and sewing)

Ownership
Group of villagers (Project beneficiaries)
Project beneficiary

Beneficiaries: “Shwe Tan Kon” weaving and dyeirs group at Ta Khon Tine village and
“Shwe Kant Kaw” sewing and tailors group at Htaung Kay village, both groups in Mudon.
Hundred percent of the groups are women.
Technical Description: The due diligence confirmed that the proposed sub Projects for
both plots hasn’t impacts on the land use and livelihood of affected community,
households and impacts on ethnic grouped people.
II. SCOPE OF LAND CONTRIBUTION, INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IMPACTS
5. Background: One of the Project assumptions was that there is immediate availability of
land for the construction of two buildings/facilities such as Processing Facility and Market.
However, after two years of Project implementation, PMU and PIU assessed several lands
that were proposed by the state government in Kyaikhto township and MOHT in
Mawlamyine. During the implementation of Project activities, Project beneficiaries were
informed that Project includes the construction of the processing facilities.
Some beneficiaries were interested and offered to Project for sharing their land to the
groups of beneficiaries (free of charge).
Process for sharing of land: PIU team discussed with Project beneficiaries, about Project
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plan to implement activities in the different target areas. Some of Project beneficiaries
offered their willingness to share their land to the group of producers (created by the
Project).
A field visit to the proposed land plots was scheduled in March 2020, and the
International team leader and PIU team visited the plot and collected all needed
information for the due diligence.
The same day the mission visited the two plots Ta Khon Tine and Htaung Kay villages,
(both of them located in Mudon township, Mon State).
During the visit, the Project verified the following:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

A vailability of documents that can prove the ownership of the land,
W hether or not the land is prone to be flooded,
Accessibility to tap water and the possibility to get public electricity
Discussion with the neighbors about the construction of the building,
Including a brief conversation with the track administrator,
Take measures to prepare basic drawings of the plots,
Took photos of the landowners and mission.

Criteria for Voluntary Land Donations Voluntary donation of land by beneficiary
households is acceptable where:
a. The impacts are marginal (based on percentage of loss and minimum size of
remaining assets);
b. Impacts do not result in displacement of households or cause loss of household’s
incomes and livelihood.
c. The households making voluntary donations are direct beneficiary of the Project.
d. Land thus donated is free from any dispute on ownership or any other
encumbrances.
e. Consultations with the affected households is conducted in a free and transparent
manner.
f. Land transactions are supported by transfer of titles; and
g. Proper documentation of consultation meetings, grievances and actions taken to
address such grievances is maintained
Due diligence is needed to:
(i) Verify that the donation is in fact voluntary and did not result from coercion, using
verbal and written records and confirmation through an independent third party; and
(ii) Ensure that voluntary donations do not severely affect the living standards of
affected persons and benefit them directly.
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III. DUE DILIGENCE
SCOPE OF THE DUE DILIGENCE
3. This is a social due diligence report prepared for the subProject and includes the two
plots Ta Khon Tine and Htaung Kay villages. The scope of the due diligence includes
proposed land plot for weaving and dyeing processing facility in Naing Hlong Village,
Mudon Township, Mon State. There will be no land acquisition or involuntary resettlement
involved the Project.
The Project is categorized as “C” for both involuntary resettlement (IR) and indigenous
peoples (IP) as per Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) 2009 of ADB. The lands for the
proposed facilities will be availed through voluntary donation.
A due diligence is required to be conducted to confirm that all the donations are done in
fair and transparent manner and did not lead to any coercion1.
B. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
4. The methodology adopted for preparing the due diligence report are as below:
• Study of technical details about the Project
•
Site visits to verify the status of lands
ownership
•
Verification of lands
details
• Consultations with the landowners in Ta Khon Tine and Htaung Kay villages.
When these steps were verified, Project requested to village leaders to conduct
the consultation with Project beneficiaries and villagers. Several meetings with the
community and landowners were conducted during December 2019 and the first quarter of
2020, during the meetings they agreed and decided to share the land for the Project to
build a facility.
Project proceeded to request a Due Diligence for the plot, which will be performed by
PMU and PIU and will be monitored and revise by ADB.
After the reception of the green light from the DD, Ta Khon Tine and Htaung Kay
landowners will prepare a letter offering to share (zero cost for the group) the land to the
group of producers. Then the group prepares a letter accepting the sharing of the land
and conditions offered by the owner of the land.
At that moment, the procurement for works will start.
D. FINDINGS OF THE DUE DILIGENCE
8. The proposed land plots for “weaving and dyeing” and sewing and tailoring processing
facilities are located in:
8.1 Htaung Kay village plot
The plot dimension for Htaun Kay plot are: 35 ft x 25 ft. It has a rectangle shape and will
have direct access with a front door from a lateral access road in the village.
The plot remain has some small plants in the perimeter and 2 old palms and a burned
bamboo clump, none of these plants/trees are used by the owner as food or to generate
an income. The proposed plot is part of a plot owner by the relative of our beneficiary.
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The Project proposed to build a tailoring and sewing facility. The facility will benefit 11
tailors, who composed one of the Project producers’ group in Mudon. The proposed
building is a two-story building.
The shared plot is unused and unoccupied. There are two more wooden made houses in
the same compound, the owner of the plot is living in one of those houses.
In case the sharing is accepted the owner of the land will become a member of the group
and will have access to participate on the sharing of the benefits of the sales.
The mission visited the plot and met the group, neighbors, and local authorities on 18
March 2020. During the consultation meeting with the group, the mission was informed by
the villagers and the village administrative officers that they want the processing facility to
improve their livelihood.
Project will train all beneficiaries for the management training and hand-over process for
the group. The facility will be managed and maintained by the group. The proposed profit
sharing will discuss, and all group member need to agree. The proposed profit sharing is
as follows:
a. 1/3 for the group (saving)
b. 1/3 to buy material and equipment
c. 1/3 to be shared among all group members based on percentages and agreed by all
members and directly-linked their active participation and time dedicated
to the group.
8.2 Ta Khon Tine village plot
The plot dimensions for the plot in Ta Khon Tine are: 200 ft. x 120 ft. It has square shape,
with direct access from one of the main roads in Mudon. Inside the plot, there are a few
trees (all of them small and some bushes, with the exception of the trees with more than 3
years in the back of the plot that will stay as part of the landscape of the natural dyeing
garden area (surrounding the building and in the back of the building. None of the trees,
plants or bushes in the plot, provides food or economical support to the landowners.
The Project proposed to build a weaving processing facility (two story building) for
weavers and a dyeing area attached to the building and a garden to cultivate the plants
needed for the natural dyeing production process (indigofera tinctorea). The plot could
have access to the public water network and electricity (domestic line). The plot is unused
and unoccupied since more than 20 years.
No buildings neither any private/public structure is found in the plot. The plot is located in
urban area surrounded by small wooden houses. As per the information shared during the
meetings, it is not prone to be flooded. Meeting minutes are attached.
The proposed processing facility will be managed by the group of Project beneficiaries
(weavers and dyers), from Ta Khon Tine village. They will be part of the Project “Made in
Mon weaving producer network” (with similar weaving facilities in Nahilone and Theingone
villages).
It is expected that a share of the profit from the sales of the profit this facility will be shared
with the community, as per common agreement of the group members.
The mission visited the plot and met the group, neighbors, and local authorities on 18
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March 2020. Groups members, landowners and community want to get the facility in the
proposed location. Meeting minutes are attached.
Due diligence found some trees in the proposed land area and as proposed and agreed
with the landowners they will be kept as part of the future landscape and natural dyeing
garden.
During consultation meeting with group, it was informed by villagers and village
administrative officers that they want the facility to improve their livelihood.
The group aims to recover ancient Mon weaving designs that were produced year ago in
the former facility
Project will train all beneficiaries for the management training and hand-over process for
the group. The proposed profit sharing will discuss, and all group member need to agree.
The proposed profit sharing is as follow:
a. 1/3 for the group (saving)
b. 1/3 to buy material and equipment
c. 1/3 to be shared among all group members based on percentages and agreed by all
members and directly-linked their active participation and time dedicated to the group.
E. MINUTES AND RECORDS OF CONSULTATIONS
The village consultation meeting for proposed land plot was held in the same plot in
Htaung Kay and Ta Khon Thain villages on 18 March 2020.
The related stakeholders including Village Head, some of the villagers, tailoring, weaving
and dyeing group members, MOHT officers, mission team and interest persons
attended and participated in the meeting. The meeting started at 11:00 pm in the
afternoon and it took about 1.5 hour in each plot.
There attendants participated in the meeting with discussion, suggestions, questions, and
options. After consultation, mission team and villagers visited the status of the land plot.
19. The detail meeting minutes are as follows.
Htaung Kay meeting
• PMU and PIU members, Beneficiaries and landowner attended the meeting They
want to share their land for the construction of the processing facility, because they
can get economic benefit from it. Right now, they are using a very small space in the
ground floor in the house of one of the tailors, with no space for the sewing machines
and the materials.
• Land plot is formally owned by one of the relatives of one of the tailors in Htaung Kay
village. The land that is offered is located inside his plot (one corner) and two more
houses are in place there.
• Neighbors, local authorities and group members expressed their interest and good
will and support our Project for this initiative to build a facility for the sewing and
tailors’ group.
• Landowner does not have any plan for the plot and is ready to share to support the
Project and the group of tailors.
• Proposed land is vacant, an old palm and a bamboo culm (burned) were found.
• The proposed land is located near one main access road in the village.
• There was no loss of access to facilities, services, or natural resources.
• There were no social or economic activities affected by land use-related changes.
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•
•
•

There was no transfer, reallocation or use of assets/ resources owned/managed/
used by ethnic minority or vulnerable groups in the Project site.
For the construction there is no need to demolish or dismantle any installation or
structure.
Meeting participants signed the attendance and are enclosed as annexes.

Ta Khon Tein meeting
• PMU and PIU members, Beneficiaries and landowner attended the meeting. Land
owners want to share their land for the construction of the processing facility,
because they can get economic benefit from it. Right now, the land is completely
vacant and unused.
• Land plot is formally owned by a group of villagers in Ta Khon Tein village.
• Neighbors, local authorities and group members expressed their interest and good
will and support our Project for this initiative to build a facility for the group of weavers
and dyers.
• Landowners do not have any plan for the plot and they are ready to share it with the
group.
• The proposed land is located near one main access road in Mudon.
• There was no loss of access to facilities, services, or natural resources.
• There were no social or economic activities affected by land use-related changes.
• There was no transfer, reallocation or use of assets/ resources owned/managed/
used by ethnic minority or vulnerable groups in the Project site.
• For the construction there is no need to demolish or dismantle any installation or
structure.
• Meeting participants signed the attendance and are enclosed as annexes
F. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Htaung Kay and Ta Khon Tein
21. The due diligence confirmed that the proposed processing facilities do not trigger IR
and IP impact. The screening checklist from the PAM is also used for the due diligence.
22. The due diligence identified that the proposed land plots for the weaving and
dyeing processing facility in Ta Khon Tein and tailoring and sewing in Htaung Kay are
suitable for the Project. Villagers and local group will get the benefit from the Project and
their livelihood would be higher than current condition.
23. Any activities for these subprojects (Htaung Kay and Ta Khon Tein processing facilities) in
relation to the said parcel of lands should not proceed until all the negotiations for the
donation by PMU or PIC. PMU should provide detail design and usage to villagers and
need to follow the criteria of Good Guidance Source Book. A Sample Voluntary Donation
of Land and Negotiated Settlement Agreement is provided as annex. Relevant
Government Policies and ADB SPS (2009) policies are provided in Annex F. PIU or PIC
must submit all the documents to ADB prior to any further activities of the proposed
subproject.
IV. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE and CONSULTATION
A. Information Disclosure Activities Accomplished
The information and call for meetings were shared and communicated to the whole
community, during previous coordination and consultation meetings.
B. Minutes and Records of Consultations
Minutes and records of the consultation meetings were taken (enclosed as annex).
C. Future Information Disclosure and Consultation Activities
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Periodic Meetings with track administrator and local development committee are
expected to report about the advances, news and comments related to the
construction of the facilities.
V. GRIEVANCE REDRESS
The Project will follow the existing Safeguards grievance mechanism prepared during the Midterm review of the Project on 2019. (Refer to appendix Q). Applicable for both processing
facilities.
VI. LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Refer to Annex M “Relevant references from country’s laws and regulations.
VII. BUDGET
The allocated budget for the construction of the two processing facilities is under Output 3 and
expected to start the procurement for works along the second quarter 2020.
The budget is as follows:
Budget line

Reference

Budget

Expected by

3.1.3

Ta Khon Tine village in Mudon
Township, Mon State.
Weaving and Dyeing

US$ 87,700

II quarter 2020

3.1.3

Htaung Kay village in Mudon
township, Mon State
Sewing and Tailoring

US$ 74,700

II quarter 2020

Both plots are shared by the landowners in voluntary basis and free of charge (cero cost).
IX. MONITORING AND REPORTING
The Project Implementation Unit (PIU) keeps reporting as per weekly, monthly and quarterly
basis. Reports are shared with the EA and ADB. A monitoring framework is included in all the
quarterly reports.
It is planned that the execution of the works will be monitored and reported by the National
Civil Engineer, National Deputy Team Leader and the International Team Leader.
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HTAUNG KAY PROCESSING FACILITY
DUE DILIGENCE
Appendixes
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APPPENDIX A. Screening Questions for Involuntary Resettlement & Indigenous People Impact
Involuntary resettlement & indigenous people checklist
(Due Diligence Activity – Htaung Kay village)
A. Introduction
Each subsection/ section needs to be screened for any involuntary resettlement (IR) and/or indigenous
people (IP) impacts which will occur or already occurred. This screening determines the eligibility of the
civil works or infrastructure upgrading to be financed under the Grant.
B. Information on subsection/ section:
Land plots for Htaung Kay facility
Technical Description: The due diligence confirmed that the proposed subproject hasn’t impacts on the
land use and livelihood of affected households and impacts on ethnic grouped people.
Screening Questions for Involuntary Resettlement & Indigenous People Impact
Indigenous Peoples Impact Screening Checklist
KEY CONCERNS
(Please provide elaborations

YES

NO

NOT
KNOWN

Remarks

on the Remarks column)

A. Indigenous Peoples Identification
1. Are there socio-cultural groups
present in or use the Project area who
may be considered as "tribes" (hill tribes,
schedules tribes, tribal peoples),
"minorities" (ethnic or national
minorities), or "indigenous communities"
in the Project area?

✓

“Mon” is the major ethnic group in
Mudon township, no tribes live in the
Project area.

2. Are there national or local laws or
policies as well as anthropological
researches /studies that consider these
groups present in or using the Project
area as belonging to "ethnic minorities",
scheduled tribes, tribal peoples, national
minorities, or cultural communities?

✓

Not applicable

3. Do such groups self-identify as being
part of a distinct social and cultural
group?

✓

Not applicable
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KEY CONCERNS
(Please provide elaborations

YES

NO

NOT
KNOWN

Remarks

on the Remarks column)
4. Do such groups maintain collective
attachments to distinct habitats or
ancestral territories and/or to the natural
resources in these habitats and
territories?

✓

Mon ethnic groups has the major
presence in the township and villages,
and maintains a strong attachment to the
territory. They are as well our project
beneficiaries.

5. Do such groups maintain cultural,
economic, social, and political institutions
distinct from the dominant society and
culture?

✓

Not applicable

6. Do such groups speak a distinct
language or dialect?

✓

Mon ethnic group has its own
dialect/language (officially recognized).

7. Has such groups been historically,
socially and economically marginalized,
disempowered, excluded, and/or
discriminated against?

✓

Not applicable

8. Are such groups represented as
"Indigenous Peoples" or as "ethnic
minorities" or "scheduled tribes" or
"tribal populations" in any formal
decision-making bodies at the national or
local levels?

✓

Not applicable

✓

The project target poor and women in the
targeted townships/villages, not a
particular ethnic group.

10. Will the Project directly or indirectly
affect Indigenous Peoples' traditional
socio-cultural and belief practices? (e.g.
child-rearing, health, education, arts, and
governance)

✓

Not applicable

11. Will the Project affect the livelihood
systems of Indigenous Peoples? (e.g.,
food production system, natural resource
management, crafts and trade,
employment status)

✓

Not applicable

12. Will the Project be in an area (land or
territory) occupied, owned, or used by
Indigenous Peoples, and/or claimed as
ancestral domain?

✓

Not applicable

B. Identification of Potential Impacts
9. Will the Project directly or indirectly
benefit or target Indigenous Peoples?
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KEY CONCERNS
(Please provide elaborations

YES

NO

NOT
KNOWN

Remarks

on the Remarks column)
C. Identification of Special Requirements
(Will the Project activities include):
13. Commercial development of the
cultural resources and knowledge of
Indigenous Peoples?

✓

The Mon ethnic group since they are the
majority in the target township, hence
will positively benefit with the project.

14. Physical displacement from
traditional or customary lands?

✓

Not applicable

15. Commercial development of natural
resources (such as minerals,
hydrocarbons, forests, water, hunting or
fishing grounds) within customary lands
under use that would impact the
livelihoods or the cultural, ceremonial,
spiritual uses that define the identity and
community of Indigenous Peoples?

✓

Not applicable

16. Establishing legal recognition of
rights to lands and territories that are
traditionally owned or customarily used,
occupied or claimed by indigenous
peoples?

✓

Not applicable

17. Acquisition of lands that are
traditionally owned or customarily used,
occupied, or claimed by indigenous
peoples?

✓

Not applicable

Anticipated Project impacts on Indigenous Peoples
Project component/ activity/
output
Improvement of Distribution system

Anticipated positive effect
No specific impact except over all
enhancement in the power supply through
an improved distribution network

Involuntary Resettlement Impact Categorization Checklist
Probable Involuntary Resettlement
Not
Yes
No
Effects
Known
Involuntary Acquisition of Land
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Anticipated negative effect
No specific impact

Remarks

✓

The land is shared free of charge by the
landowners. No land acquisition for this
sub project.

2. Is the site for land acquisition
known?

✓

Not applicable

3. Is the ownership status and
current usage of land to be acquired
known?

✓

Not applicable

4. Will easement be utilized within
an existing Right of Way (ROW)?

✓

Not applicable

5. Will there be loss of shelter and
residential land due to land
acquisition?

✓

Not applicable

6. Will there be loss of agricultural
and other productive assets due to
land acquisition?

✓

Not applicable

7. Will there be losses of crops,
trees, and fixed assets due to land
acquisition?

✓

Not applicable

8. Will there be loss of businesses or
enterprises due to land acquisition?

✓

Not applicable

9. Will there be loss of income
sources and means of livelihoods
due to land acquisition?

✓

Not applicable

1. Will there be land acquisition?

Involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas
10. Will people lose access to
natural resources, communal
facilities and services?

✓

Not applicable

11. If land use is changed, will it
have an adverse impact on social
and economic activities?

✓

Not applicable

12. Will access to land and
resources owned communally or by
the state be restricted?

✓

Not applicable

Information on Displaced Persons:
Any estimate of the likely number of persons that will be displaced by the Project? [X] No
Are any of them poor, female-heads of households, or vulnerable to poverty risks? [X] No
Are any displaced persons from indigenous or ethnic minority groups?
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[ X] No

[ ] Yes
[ ] Yes
[ ] Yes

Voluntary Contribution checklist
Criteria
Guidance Notes
Have the AHHs are aware • Communities are advised of the ADB and
of compensation
GoM policies for resettlement and land
entitlements for
acquisition in regards to compensation,
involuntary land
negotiated settlement and donation.
acquisition and Grievance • Communities made aware of the GRM and
Redress Mechanism
how it is triggered
(GRM)

The impacts are marginal
(based on percentage of
loss and minimum size of
remaining assets)

Impacts do not result in
displacement of
households or cause loss
of household’s incomes
and livelihood
The households making
voluntary donations are
direct beneficiaries of the
Project

Land donated is free from
any dispute on ownership
or any other
encumbrances
Consultations with the
affected households is
conducted in a free
and transparent manner

Yes No
✓

• The land donated does not exceed 5% of
the impacted plot owned by the affected
household.
• The land donated does not result in
uncompensated permanent non-land assets
• Residential land donation will only be
accepted if the total residential land owned
by the household is not less than 300 m2,
and donation is restricted to 10%.
• The AH loses no further land above what is
being donated.
• Only secondary structures are affected;
there is no physical relocation of household
due to the Project and land donation.
• The affected household does not fall under
the category of poor or vulnerable.
• Both positive and negative impacts of the
Project on the affected household are
considered.
• The affected household can identify the
Project’s direct benefits to them.

✓

• The affected household has recognized
legal tenure.
• The land is not being occupied and/or used
by any other party.
• The land is not in dispute for its ownership.
• The affected household should be informed
that they have the right to receive
compensation for their land and the
equivalent amount of compensation for the
land they wish to donate.
• The affected household receives clear and
adequate information on the Project and
participates in the Project planning.
• Provisions on voluntary donation are
integrated into the decision-making process

✓
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Remarks
The project
and the
mission shared
the
information
with the
landowners
and facilitated
the GRM to
the community

✓

✓

✓

The
landowners
will become
group
members of
the project
groups.
No dispute or
any other
encumbrances

Open
discussions
and
consultations
were
performed

Land transactions are
supported by transfer of
titles

Proper documentation of
consultation meetings,
grievances and actions
taken to address such
grievances is maintained

at community level.
• Official land ownership document is
updated.

• Agreement is properly documented with
signatures of affected person, [name of the
borrower/client] and witnesses.
• Consultation meetings, grievances and
actions taken to address such grievances are
properly
recorded.
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✓

✓

No land tittles
are available,
only Private
contracts
endorsed by
tax slips and
track
administrators´
clearance
All the
information
and
documents are
properly filed
for Project
records

Annex B: Household Social Economic and Impact Survey Form – Htaung Kay village
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Annex C - Htaung Kay - Tailoring women group formation act (Shwe Kant Kaw)
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ANNEX D - Htaung Kay - Community Meeting minutes for land sharing agreement
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ANNEX E - Htaung Kay - Agreement Voluntary contributor donor
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ANNEX F - Htaung Kay - Agreement on land sharing
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ANNEX G - Htaung Kay - No objection on landsharing by neighbors
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ANNEX H Htaung Kay - Meeting Minutes (consultation meeting)
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ANNEX I - Htaung Kay - Consultation meeting attendance
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ANNEX J - Design - Htaung Kay (Sewing and tailoring facility

Xº
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Annex K : Photos taken on the due diligence mission
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(Htaung Kay)
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Annex L Htaung Kay- tax slip
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Annex M : Relevant references from country’s laws and regulations
National Land Use Policy 2016
Clause No. 32
(f) Arrangement shall be made to allocate land to landless stakeholders;
(g) Suitable protection measures shall be implemented in the proposed grant or lease and
surrounding areas, in order to avoid the loss of land use rights and negative impacts on the
socioeconomic life of existing land users;
Clause No. 37
When land acquisition is done for social and economic development, sustainable land use for
the future generations shall be taken into consideration.
Clause No. 38
When managing the relocation, compensation, rehabilitation and restitution related activities
that result from land acquisition and allocation, unfair land confiscation or displacement due
to the civil war, clear international best practices and human rights standards shall be applied,
and participation by township, ward or village tract level stakeholders, civil society,
representatives of ethnic nationalities and experts shall be ensured.
Clause No. 64
Customary land use tenure systems shall be recognized in the National Land Law in order to
ensure awareness, compliance and application of traditional land use practices of ethnic
nationalities, formal recognition of customary land use rights, protection of these rights and
application of readily available impartial dispute resolution mechanisms.
Clause No. 65
Duties shall be assigned for the preparation and revision of land use maps and records through
public consultation processes by the ward or village tract land use committees under the
supervision of the township land use committee, in order to:
(a) Have accurate understanding of information related to land possession, land use, land
availability and allocation in the area where ethnic nationalities live or traditionally use land
resources for their livelihoods;
(b) Conduct land use planning that considers social, environmental and economic issues;
(c) Make correct decisions in accordance with law related to land use, settlement of disputes
and encroachment.
66. When preparing and revising customary land use maps and records of ethnic nationalities,
the responsible government departments and organizations shall do the following:
(a) Consult with, and allow participation of, representatives and leaders of ethnic groups with
knowledge of customary land use practices;
(b) Formally recognize and protect the customary land tenure rights and related local
customary land management practices of ethnic groups, whether or not existing land use is
registered, recorded or mapped;
(c) Recognize the rights of stakeholders who are members of ethnic nationality organizations,
and recognize in existing laws in order to register their land use.
Clause No. 67
Ethnic leaders, elders and women shall be involved in decision making processes related to
land tenure rights of individual stakeholders or groups practicing traditional cultivation methods
on customary lands, monitoring, and dispute resolution mechanisms.
Clause No. 68
The customary lands of ethnic groups used traditionally that fall under current forest land or
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farmland or vacant, fallow and virgin land classifications shall be transparently reviewed,
registered, and protected as "customary land", in accordance with the Constitution of the
Republic of the Union of Myanmar, and land allocation to any land user, other than for public
purposes, shall be temporarily suspended until these lands are reviewed, recognized and
registered as customary lands.
Clause No. 69
Provision in the new National Land Law relating to reclassification of customary land and land
tenure right of ethnic groups shall be the protection against grants or leasing of land at the
disposal of government allowed under any existing law.
Clause No. 70
Reclassification, formal recognition and registration of customary land use rights relating to
rotating and shifting cultivation that exists in farmland, forestland, vacant land, fallow land, or
virgin land shall be recognized in the new National Land Law.
Clause No. 71
Technical, financial and infrastructure support shall be made available to improve the land
tenure security and agricultural practices of ethnic nationalities, in order to protect the
environment, increase climate change resilience, and improve their food security.
Clause No. 73
In order to resolve disputes related to land use of ethnic groups, ethnic customary land dispute
resolution procedures currently used shall be defined in the new National Land Law, and the
respected influential representatives from the ethnic groups shall participate in dispute
resolution decision making processes.
Clause No. 74
For ethnic nationals who lost their land resources where they lived or worked due to civil war,
land confiscation, natural disasters or other causes, that desire to resettle to their original
lands, adequate land use rights and housing rights shall be systematically provided in
accordance with international best practices and human rights standards.
Clause No. 80
The following priorities shall be carried out when implementing research initiatives, capacity
building activities, educational programs and pilot Projects:
(c) Determine the best methods for protection of land tenure rights of vulnerable groups,
including smallholder farmers, ethnic nationalities and women.
Environmental Impact Assessment Procedures 2015
Clause No. 7
Projects that involve Involuntary Resettlement or which may potentially have an Adverse
Impact on Indigenous People shall comply with specific procedures separately issued by the
responsible ministries. Prior to the issuance of any such specific procedures, all such Projects
shall adhere to international good practice (as accepted by international financial institutions
including the World Bank Group and Asian Development Bank) on Involuntary Resettlement
and Indigenous Peoples.
Relevant references from ADB SPS (2009) Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards Policy
Principle 5. Improve the standards of living of the displaced poor and other vulnerable groups,
including women, to at least national minimum standards. In rural areas provide them with
legal and affordable access to land and resources, and in urban areas provide them with
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appropriate income sources and legal and affordable access to adequate housing.
Principle 6. Develop procedures in a transparent, consistent, and equitable manner if land
acquisition is through negotiated settlement to ensure that those people who enter into
negotiated settlements will maintain the same or better income and livelihood status.
Principle 7. Ensure that displaced persons without titles to land or any recognizable legal
rights to land are eligible for resettlement assistance and compensation for loss of nonland
assets.
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Annex N: Relevant References from Project Administration Manual (PAM)
Chapter VII. Safeguards
Paragraph 100: No adverse environmental or social impacts are expected to arise from the
Project. The Project is categorized as C for involuntary resettlement and environment and B
for Indigenous People. It is focused primarily on training and capacity building for the rural
poor who are overwhelming majority ethnic minority people. Project preparation and
implementation will follow ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS 2009). It will not support
any activities that require land acquisition and resettlement or have any adverse impacts on
Indigenous People and the environment. The land for the market will be vacant, unused and
unoccupied land, to be identified and provided by the government and Project beneficiaries. A
due diligence during Project implementation shall confirm that (i) the Project will not entail land
acquisition; (ii) that where land is available, such lands are free from encumbrances; and (iii)
there are no past or existing land and resettlement issues in regard to existing facilities. This
will be ensured through completion of the social safeguards screening checklist by the PIU for
each civil works or infrastructure upgrading. The checklists will be confirmed by the assigned
staff of PMU and consultant support prior to submission for financing.
Appendix 3 of PAM:
Involuntary Resettlement and Indigenous People Safeguards Guidelines
The Project is categorized C for involuntary resettlement (IR) and B for Indigenous People (IP)
impacts as per Operations Manual F1/ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement, 2009 (SPS). Any
civil works or infrastructure upgrading that may cause any involuntary resettlement or land
acquisition or indigenous people impacts will not be eligible to be financed under the grant.
Any component that may cause any involuntary resettlement or forced land acquisition will not
be eligible to be financed under the grant. For minor land requirements required for the
subProject under output 3, means to acquire the land is using available government land (with
no IR impacts). Due diligence during the Project implementation prior to any civil works shall
confirm (i) the Project will not entail further land acquisition; (ii) that where land is available,
such lands are free from encumbrances; and (iii) there are no past or existing land and
resettlement issues in regard to existing facilities.
The Project is primarily focused on training and capacity building for the rural poor. Both the
Project areas have a high presence of ethnic minority groups who are the primary Project
beneficiaries and are the overwhelming majority. Hence it meets the criteria of integration of
IP elements into the Project design. Pre-identification of villages (to be confirmed during Project
implementation) with people from Mon and Karen groups who will be the overwhelming
majority of the beneficiaries with other ethnic groups. Consultation and participation will be
continued throughout the Project cycle to ensure their involvement in linkages to micro finance
providers to access credit, training and other Project activities.
In order to ensure compliance with ADB’s SPS, the Ministry of Hotels and Tourism as
executing agency will ensure social safeguards compliance under the Project and provided
with the required fund and resources (i.e. staff). A set of criteria and screening procedures for
eligible civil works or infrastructure upgrading will be established and specific requirements for
land will be set up and implemented by the Project Implementation Unit (PIU). Social
safeguards compliance monitoring will be included in the regular Project progress report and
submitted to ADB.
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Criteria and screening procedures for IR and IP safeguards compliance are:
1. No civil works or infrastructure upgrading shall cause any IR and IP impacts. Specific
screening check list is included in this guideline. The PIU will prepare the check list for each
civil works or infrastructure upgrading to be confirmed by the assigned staff of PMU prior to
submission for financing. Priority should be given to civil works or infrastructure upgrading
which will not involve additional land requirements.
2. Land acquisition will not cause:
a. Involuntary resettlement of the formal or informal land users, squatters or encroachers of
the land
b. Dispossession of assets belonging to the ethnic minority and/or vulnerable groups
c. Significant loss of assets or source of income/ livelihood of the owner of the donated
assets/lands.
3. When government land is being used, it has to confirm with the IR and IP screening checklist
for the civil works or infrastructure upgrading to be eligible for grant financing
4. Under any circumstances, the grant fund must not be used for purchasing of land for
implementation of civil works or infrastructure upgrading.
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Annex O : Relevant References from Grant Agreement
Schedule 4. Executing of Projects; Safeguards, Gender, Financial and Oher Matters
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Annex P: A Sample Voluntary Donation of Land and Negotiated Settlement Agreement
(translation)
The following agreement has been made on
aged
, resident of
zone, district
(the owner) and

day of
between Mr./Ms.
(the recipient/subProject proponent).

,

1. That the land with certificate no
is a part of
, is surrounded from eastern side by
, western side by
, northern side by
, and southern side by
2. That the owner holds the transferable rights of land
(area in sqm), with plot
No…
at the above location (include a copy of the certified map, if available).
3. That the Owner testifies that the land/structure is free of squatters or encroachers and not subject
to any other claims.
Section A: in the case of voluntary donation:
3.1 That the Owner hereby grants to the
(name of the recipient) this asset for the construction
and development of the
for the benefit of the community.
3.2 That the Owner will not claim any compensation against the grant of this asset nor obstruct the
construction process on the land in case of which he/she would be subject to sanctions according to
law and regulations.
3.3 That the
purposes mentioned.

(name of the Project proponent) agrees to accept this grant of asset for the

Section B: in the case of direct purchase/negotiated settlement:
3.1 That the owner(s) agree to sell above assets for the negotiated price in accordance with the
attached schedule.
3.2 That the Project owners agree to pay the agreed price for the land and other assets within two
weeks from the date of getting approval for the Project from the Government of
/ PMU.
3.3. In case of any delay in payment within the stipulated time, this agreement will become null and
void and the recipient will no longer have any claim over the land and assets.
4. That the recipient shall construct and develop the
damage to adjacent land/structure/other assets.

and take all possible precautions to avoid

5. That the provisions of this agreement will come into force from the date of signing of this deed.
……………………
Name and Signature of the Owner

Signature of subProject proponent/representative

Witnesses:
1…
2…
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(Signature, name and address)
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Appendix Q: Safeguards grievance redress mechanism
Economic Empowerment of the Poor and Women in the East-West Economic Corridor Project MOHT-ADB-JFPR 9184-MYA
1.
Safeguards Grievance Redress Mechanism After one and half month of signed Aide Memoire,
MOHT will ensure that a grievance redress mechanism (GRM) to support the social and environmental
safeguards of the Project is established for Project period(2016-2020)
2.
The PMU, PIUs and MSEs will make the public aware of the GRM through public awareness
campaigns, training and capacity building. The PMU PIU and the Village Tract (VT) Administrator(at
village level) will perform as GRM Focal Points. Any person who has complaints regarding the
safeguards’ performance of a subProject during pre-construction, construction and operation phases
shall have access to the GRM described in the subsequent section.
3.
The GRM is accessible to all Project stakeholders, including ethnic, religious, and other special
groups. The mechanism focuses on receiving, recording, and resolving general complaints and not
focus on other cpmplaints that related departmental rules and regulations . The GRM is supported by
an information campaign and training program.
4.
The feedback and grievance handling process involve five steps: (1) intake, (2) sorting, (3)
verification, (4) action, and (5) follow-up.
Step 1: Intake
5.

Feedback and/or grievance can be filed by anyone, and through different means:

(i) Verbal communication to an appointed GRM FP;
(ii) Using a feedback envelope, and the suggestion box placed with each Project MSE. The
MSE FP open the suggestion box at least every week. Each box is equipped with two locks,
with one key held by a MSE FP and the other by the VT Administrator. Feedback
envelopes from the box must be opened in front of at least two people – e.g. one of MSE
FP and the VT administrator;
(iii) Letters to the PIU , PMU teams and Mon State Government Office at the state and union
level;
(iv) At meetings and monitoring visits;
6.
If a grievance is related to a village and/or village tract, the complainant is encouraged to
report to the PIU level. If a grievance is related to the union, it is suggested to report to the union level
through Regional Government
7.
At the community level, the MSE FPs are the regular primary contact for anyone who wishes to
file a feedback. If an individual prefers, s/he can send feedback to others involved in the Project
implementation, such as the VT Administrator.
8.
All involved in Project implementation are trained on how to receive and handle feedback, and
how to keep them confidential.
9.
PIU team receiving feedback must complete the feedback form, and submit it without delay to
the assigned PIU members; and
Step 2: Sorting.
10.

PIU members sorts feedback into eight categories and records and files them by category:
•
•
•
•

Category 1: General inquiries
Category 2: Feedback regarding violations of policies, guidelines and procedures
Category 3: Feedback regarding contract violations/breach of contract
Category 4: Feedback regarding the misuse of Project funds
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•
•
•
•

Category 5: Feedback regarding abuse of power/intervention
Category 6: Reports of force majeure
Category 7: Suggestion
Category 8: Appreciation

11.
For feedback received at the union level, the PMU members records
enquiries/feedback/reports using these same eight categories.
(i)
If the feedback relates to a village or village tract, the MSE FP forwards it to the
respective PIU members;
(ii)
If the feedback relates to a township or union issue, the PIU members submits it to
Mon State Government Office and the PMU members;
(iii)
If Mon State Government submit to the MOHT union office, it will) decide on a course
of action of receiving the information; and
(iv)
In resolving the feedback, the MOHT GTF follows the steps below.
12.
Once feedback has been received, the PIU Project Manager and PIU members decide how to
handle it.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

They determine the timeframe within which the case should be resolved, with a
timeframe not exceeding 90 days;
The PIU members records the timeframe and agreed course of action and enters this
data the Project file;
Feedback relating to a village issue is handled by the VT administrator;
Feedback relating to a village tract issue are handled by the PIU Project Manager;
For feedback that are of a serious nature (e.g. all allegations of fraud or corruption, and
potentially any feedback in categories 2 through 5), the Project Director consults with
the MOHT for advice on the appropriate action.

13.
If the person filing the feedback is known, PIU members communicates the timeframe and
course of action to her/him within two weeks of receipt of the feedback.
Step 3: Verification.
14.
The PIU members gather facts and clarifies information to generate a clear picture of the
circumstances surrounding the feedback. Verification normally includes site visits, a review of
documents, a meeting with the complainant (if known and willing to engage), MSE FP and VT FPs, and
meetings with those who could resolve the issue (including formal and informal village leaders).
Feedback related to the misuse of funds may also require meetings with suppliers and contractors.
15.
For serious feedback received at the regional government/ union level by phone or letter, the
Union GTF decides whether (i) to launch its own investigation; or (ii) instruct the PIU FP to conduct
initial investigation at the location where the feedback/problem occurred. If the PIU FP cannot resolve
the feedback, s/he will be reported back to the MOHT, for further action.
16.
Within the allotted period, the results of the verification are presented to the concerned MSE
(for village issues), or the VT Administrator (for village tract issues), for action.
17.
The PIU members fills in the feedback form, and submits it to the PMU members , who files the
report.
Step 4: Action.
18.
Feedback from the village level should be handled in the village, if possible. For issues that
cannot be resolved quickly at the village level, the VT FP reviews these feedbacks and the results of the
verification determines the action to be taken. Once the needed action(s) are carried out, the feedback
handler fills in a feedback report, and submits it to the PIU members, where it is entered into the file.
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19.
If the actions cannot be carried out, or the feedback cannot be satisfactorily resolved in
reasonable period of time (less than two months), the VT Administrator refers the case to the PIU FP.
The PIU Project Manager and PIU members review the case and determine the action to be taken.
20.
Once action to resolve the feedback has been taken, the PIU members records the action taken
in the file.
21.
The MSE FP communicates the action taken as a result of a feedback, to MSE members at their
next meeting.
Step 5: Follow-up.
22.
In its regular supervision visits, the PIU/ PMU assess the functioning of the feedback handling
system and undertake spot checks.
23.
The PIU/ PMU provide a monthly snapshot of the feedback handling system (number and
category of comments received, and grievances/suggestions resolved), including any suggestions
received and acted on and report on feedback in their quarterly implementation progress reports.
24.
The PIU/PMU and the ADB review feedback monitoring data, as part of regular implementation
support missions.
25.
A review of the feedback handling system (including the feedback of those who have used it) is
undertaken during every second year to assess the efficacy of the mechanism and introduce
improvements.
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TA KHON TINE PROCESSING FACILITY
DUE DILIGENCE
Appendixes
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APPPENDIX A. Screening Questions for Involuntary Resettlement & Indigenous People Impact
A. Introduction
Each subsection/ section needs to be screened for any involuntary resettlement (IR) and/or indigenous
people (IP) impacts which will occur or already occurred. This screening determines the eligibility of the
civil works or infrastructure upgrading to be financed under the Grant.
B. Information on subsection/ section:
Land plots for Ta Khon Tine facility
Technical Description: The due diligence confirmed that the proposed subproject hasn’t impacts on the
land use and livelihood of affected households and impacts on ethnic grouped people.
Screening Questions for Involuntary Resettlement & Indigenous People Impact
Indigenous Peoples Impact Screening Checklist
KEY CONCERNS
(Please provide elaborations on the
Remarks column)

YES

NO

NOT
KNOWN

Remarks

A. Indigenous Peoples Identification
1. Are there socio-cultural groups
present in or use the Project area who
may be considered as "tribes" (hill tribes,
schedules tribes, tribal peoples),
"minorities" (ethnic or national
minorities), or "indigenous communities"
in the Project area?

✓

“Mon” is the major ethnic group in
Mudon township, no tribes live in the
Project area.

2. Are there national or local laws or
policies as well as anthropological
researches /studies that consider these
groups present in or using the Project
area as belonging to "ethnic minorities",
scheduled tribes, tribal peoples, national
minorities, or cultural communities?

✓

Not applicable

3. Do such groups self-identify as being
part of a distinct social and cultural
group?

✓

Not applicable

4. Do such groups maintain collective
attachments to distinct habitats or
ancestral territories and/or to the natural
resources in these habitats and
territories?

✓

Mon ethnic groups has the major
presence in the township and villages,
and maintains a strong attachment to the
territory. They are as well our project
beneficiaries.

5. Do such groups maintain cultural,
economic, social, and political institutions
distinct from the dominant society and
culture?

✓

Not applicable
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KEY CONCERNS
(Please provide elaborations on the
Remarks column)
6. Do such groups speak a distinct
language or dialect?

YES

NO

NOT
KNOWN

Remarks

✓

Mon ethnic group has its own
dialect/language (officially recognized).

7. Has such groups been historically,
socially and economically marginalized,
disempowered, excluded, and/or
discriminated against?

✓

Not applicable

8. Are such groups represented as
"Indigenous Peoples" or as "ethnic
minorities" or "scheduled tribes" or
"tribal populations" in any formal
decision-making bodies at the national or
local levels?

✓

Not applicable

✓

The project target poor and women in the
targeted townships/villages, not a
particular ethnic group.

10. Will the Project directly or indirectly
affect Indigenous Peoples' traditional
socio-cultural and belief practices? (e.g.
child-rearing, health, education, arts, and
governance)

✓

Not applicable

11. Will the Project affect the livelihood
systems of Indigenous Peoples? (e.g.,
food production system, natural resource
management, crafts and trade,
employment status)

✓

Not applicable

12. Will the Project be in an area (land or
territory) occupied, owned, or used by
Indigenous Peoples, and/or claimed as
ancestral domain?

✓

Not applicable

13. Commercial development of the
cultural resources and knowledge of
Indigenous Peoples?

✓

The Mon ethnic group since they are the
majority in the target township, hence
will positively benefit with the project.

14. Physical displacement from
traditional or customary lands?

✓

Not applicable

B. Identification of Potential Impacts
9. Will the Project directly or indirectly
benefit or target Indigenous Peoples?

C. Identification of Special Requirements
(Will the Project activities include):
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KEY CONCERNS
(Please provide elaborations on the
Remarks column)
15. Commercial development of natural
resources (such as minerals,
hydrocarbons, forests, water, hunting or
fishing grounds) within customary lands
under use that would impact the
livelihoods or the cultural, ceremonial,
spiritual uses that define the identity and
community of Indigenous Peoples?

YES

NO

NOT
KNOWN

Remarks

✓

Not applicable

16. Establishing legal recognition of
rights to lands and territories that are
traditionally owned or customarily used,
occupied or claimed by indigenous
peoples?

✓

Not applicable

17. Acquisition of lands that are
traditionally owned or customarily used,
occupied, or claimed by indigenous
peoples?

✓

Not applicable

Anticipated Project impacts on Indigenous Peoples
Project component/ activity/
output
Improvement of Distribution system

Anticipated positive effect

Anticipated negative effect

No specific impact except over all
enhancement in the power supply through
an improved distribution network

No specific impact

Involuntary Resettlement Impact Categorization Checklist
Probable Involuntary Resettlement
Not
Yes
No
Effects
Known

Remarks

Involuntary Acquisition of Land
✓

The land is shared free of charge by the
landowners. No land acquisition for this
sub project.

2. Is the site for land acquisition
known?

✓

Not applicable

3. Is the ownership status and
current usage of land to be acquired
known?

✓

Not applicable

4. Will easement be utilized within
an existing Right of Way (ROW)?

✓

Not applicable

1. Will there be land acquisition?
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5. Will there be loss of shelter and
residential land due to land
acquisition?

✓

Not applicable

6. Will there be loss of agricultural
and other productive assets due to
land acquisition?

✓

Not applicable

7. Will there be losses of crops,
trees, and fixed assets due to land
acquisition?

✓

Not applicable

8. Will there be loss of businesses or
enterprises due to land acquisition?

✓

Not applicable

9. Will there be loss of income
sources and means of livelihoods
due to land acquisition?

✓

Not applicable

Involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas
10. Will people lose access to
natural resources, communal
facilities and services?

✓

11. If land use is changed, will it
have an adverse impact on social
and economic activities?

✓

12. Will access to land and
resources owned communally or by
the state be restricted?

✓

Information on Displaced Persons:
Any estimate of the likely number of persons that will be displaced by the Project? [x] No

[ ] Yes

Are any of them poor, female-heads of households, or vulnerable to poverty risks? [ x] No

[ ] Yes

Are any displaced persons from indigenous or ethnic minority groups?

[ ] Yes

Voluntary Contribution checklist
Criteria
Guidance Notes
Yes
Have the AHHs are aware • Communities are advised of the ✓
of compensation
ADB and GoM policies for
entitlements for
resettlement and land acquisition
involuntary land
in regards to compensation,
acquisition and Grievance negotiated settlement and
Redress Mechanism
donation.
(GRM)
• Communities made aware of
the GRM and how it is triggered
✓
The impacts are marginal • The land donated does not
(based on percentage of
exceed 5% of the impacted plot
loss and minimum size of owned by the affected household.
remaining assets)
• The land donated does not
result in uncompensated
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[ x] No

No

Remarks
The project and the
mission shared the
information with
the landowners and
facilitated the GRM
to the community

Impacts do not result in
displacement of
households or cause loss
of household’s incomes
and livelihood

The households making
voluntary donations are
direct beneficiaries of the
Project

Land donated is free
from any dispute on
ownership or any other
encumbrances

Consultations with the
affected households is
conducted in a free and
transparent manner

Land transactions are
supported by transfer of
titles

Proper documentation of
consultation meetings,

permanent non-land assets
• Residential land donation will
only be accepted if the total
residential land owned by the
household is not less than 300
m2, and donation is restricted to
10%.
• The AH loses no further land
above what is being donated.
• Only secondary structures are
affected; there is no physical
relocation of household due to
the Project and land donation.
• The affected household does
not fall under the category of
poor or vulnerable.
• Both positive and negative
impacts of the Project on the
affected household are
considered.
• The affected household can
identify the Project’s direct
benefits to them.
• The affected household has
recognized legal tenure.
• The land is not being occupied
and/or used by any other party.
• The land is not in dispute for its
ownership.
• The affected household should
be informed that they have the
right to receive compensation for
their land and the equivalent
amount of compensation for the
land they wish to donate.
• The affected household receives
clear and adequate information
on the Project and participates in
the Project planning.
• Provisions on voluntary
donation are integrated into the
decision-making process at
community level.
• Official land ownership
document is updated.

• Agreement is properly
documented with signatures of
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✓

Not applicable

✓

The landowners will
become group
members of the
project groups.

✓

No dispute or any
other
encumbrances

✓

Open discussions
and consultations
were performed

✓

✓

No land tittles are
available, only
Private contracts
endorsed by tax
slips and track
administrators´
clearance
All the information
and documents are

grievances and actions
taken to address such
grievances is maintained

affected person, [name of the
borrower/client] and witnesses.
• Consultation meetings,
grievances and actions taken to
address such grievances are
properly
recorded.
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properly filed for
Project records

Annex B : Household Social Economic and Impact Survey Form
(Not applicable for this facility)
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Annex C - Ta Khon Tine - Weaving and Dyeing Group formation act - Shwe Ta Khon
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Annex D - Ta Khon Tine - Land owners meeting to share the plot by Cooperative group
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Annex E - Ta Khon Tine - Land sharing agreement
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Annex F Ta Khon Tine - Meeting minutes consultation meeting
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Annex G- Ta Khon Tine - Consultation meeting attendance
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Annex H Ta Khon Tine - Act of no objection on land sharing by neighbors
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Annex I Ta Khon Tine - Agreement of voluntary contribution
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Annex J Ta Khon Tine – tax slip document
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Annex K Design Ta Khon Tine
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Annex L : Photos taken on the due diligence mission
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(Ta Khon taking

)
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Annex M : Relevant references from country’s laws and regulations
National Land Use Policy 2016
Clause No. 32
(f) Arrangement shall be made to allocate land to landless stakeholders;
(g) Suitable protection measures shall be implemented in the proposed grant or lease and
surrounding areas, in order to avoid the loss of land use rights and negative impacts on the
socioeconomic life of existing land users;
Clause No. 37
When land acquisition is done for social and economic development, sustainable land use for
the future generations shall be taken into consideration.
Clause No. 38
When managing the relocation, compensation, rehabilitation and restitution related activities
that result from land acquisition and allocation, unfair land confiscation or displacement due
to the civil war, clear international best practices and human rights standards shall be applied,
and participation by township, ward or village tract level stakeholders, civil society,
representatives of ethnic nationalities and experts shall be ensured.
Clause No. 64
Customary land use tenure systems shall be recognized in the National Land Law in order to
ensure awareness, compliance and application of traditional land use practices of ethnic
nationalities, formal recognition of customary land use rights, protection of these rights and
application of readily available impartial dispute resolution mechanisms.
Clause No. 65
Duties shall be assigned for the preparation and revision of land use maps and records through
public consultation processes by the ward or village tract land use committees under the
supervision of the township land use committee, in order to:
(a) Have accurate understanding of information related to land possession, land use, land
availability and allocation in the area where ethnic nationalities live or traditionally use land
resources for their livelihoods;
(b) Conduct land use planning that considers social, environmental and economic issues;
(c) Make correct decisions in accordance with law related to land use, settlement of disputes
and encroachment.
66. When preparing and revising customary land use maps and records of ethnic nationalities,
the responsible government departments and organizations shall do the following:
(a) Consult with, and allow participation of, representatives and leaders of ethnic groups with
knowledge of customary land use practices;
(b) Formally recognize and protect the customary land tenure rights and related local
customary land management practices of ethnic groups, whether or not existing land use is
registered, recorded or mapped;
(c) Recognize the rights of stakeholders who are members of ethnic nationality organizations,
and recognize in existing laws in order to register their land use.
Clause No. 67
Ethnic leaders, elders and women shall be involved in decision making processes related to
land tenure rights of individual stakeholders or groups practicing traditional cultivation methods
on customary lands, monitoring, and dispute resolution mechanisms.
Clause No. 68
The customary lands of ethnic groups used traditionally that fall under current forest land or
farmland or vacant, fallow and virgin land classifications shall be transparently reviewed,
registered, and protected as "customary land", in accordance with the Constitution of the
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Republic of the Union of Myanmar, and land allocation to any land user, other than for public
purposes, shall be temporarily suspended until these lands are reviewed, recognized and
registered as customary lands.
Clause No. 69
Provision in the new National Land Law relating to reclassification of customary land and land
tenure right of ethnic groups shall be the protection against grants or leasing of land at the
disposal of government allowed under any existing law.
Clause No. 70
Reclassification, formal recognition and registration of customary land use rights relating to
rotating and shifting cultivation that exists in farmland, forestland, vacant land, fallow land, or
virgin land shall be recognized in the new National Land Law.
Clause No. 71
Technical, financial and infrastructure support shall be made available to improve the land
tenure security and agricultural practices of ethnic nationalities, in order to protect the
environment, increase climate change resilience, and improve their food security.
Clause No. 73
In order to resolve disputes related to land use of ethnic groups, ethnic customary land dispute
resolution procedures currently used shall be defined in the new National Land Law, and the
respected influential representatives from the ethnic groups shall participate in dispute
resolution decision making processes.
Clause No. 74
For ethnic nationals who lost their land resources where they lived or worked due to civil war,
land confiscation, natural disasters or other causes, that desire to resettle to their original
lands, adequate land use rights and housing rights shall be systematically provided in
accordance with international best practices and human rights standards.
Clause No. 80
The following priorities shall be carried out when implementing research initiatives, capacity
building activities, educational programs and pilot Projects:
(c) Determine the best methods for protection of land tenure rights of vulnerable groups,
including smallholder farmers, ethnic nationalities and women;
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Environmental Impact Assessment Procedures 2015
Clause No. 7
Projects that involve Involuntary Resettlement or which may potentially have an Adverse
Impact on Indigenous People shall comply with specific procedures separately issued by the
responsible ministries. Prior to the issuance of any such specific procedures, all such Projects
shall adhere to international good practice (as accepted by international financial institutions
including the World Bank Group and Asian Development Bank) on Involuntary Resettlement
and Indigenous Peoples.
Relevant references from ADB SPS (2009) Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards Policy
Principle 5. Improve the standards of living of the displaced poor and other vulnerable groups,
including women, to at least national minimum standards. In rural areas provide them with
legal and affordable access to land and resources, and in urban areas provide them with
appropriate income sources and legal and affordable access to adequate housing.
Principle 6. Develop procedures in a transparent, consistent, and equitable manner if land
acquisition is through negotiated settlement to ensure that those people who enter into
negotiated settlements will maintain the same or better income and livelihood status.
Principle 7. Ensure that displaced persons without titles to land or any recognizable legal
rights to land are eligible for resettlement assistance and compensation for loss of nonland
assets.
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Annex N: Relevant References from Project Administration Manual (PAM)
Chapter VII. Safeguards
Paragraph 100: No adverse environmental or social impacts are expected to arise from the
Project. The Project is categorized as C for involuntary resettlement and environment and B
for Indigenous People. It is focused primarily on training and capacity building for the rural
poor who are overwhelming majority ethnic minority people. Project preparation and
implementation will follow ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS 2009). It will not support
any activities that require land acquisition and resettlement or have any adverse impacts on
Indigenous People and the environment. The land for the market will be vacant, unused and
unoccupied land, to be identified and provided by the government and Project beneficiaries. A
due diligence during Project implementation shall confirm that (i) the Project will not entail land
acquisition; (ii) that where land is available, such lands are free from encumbrances; and (iii)
there are no past or existing land and resettlement issues in regard to existing facilities. This
will be ensured through completion of the social safeguards screening checklist by the PIU for
each civil works or infrastructure upgrading. The checklists will be confirmed by the assigned
staff of PMU and consultant support prior to submission for financing.
Appendix 3 of PAM:
Involuntary Resettlement and Indigenous People Safeguards Guidelines
The Project is categorized C for involuntary resettlement (IR) and B for Indigenous People (IP)
impacts as per Operations Manual F1/ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement, 2009 (SPS). Any
civil works or infrastructure upgrading that may cause any involuntary resettlement or land
acquisition or indigenous people impacts will not be eligible to be financed under the grant.
Any component that may cause any involuntary resettlement or forced land acquisition will not
be eligible to be financed under the grant. For minor land requirements required for the
subProject under output 3, means to acquire the land is using available government land (with
no IR impacts). Due diligence during the Project implementation prior to any civil works shall
confirm (i) the Project will not entail further land acquisition; (ii) that where land is available,
such lands are free from encumbrances; and (iii) there are no past or existing land and
resettlement issues in regard to existing facilities.
The Project is primarily focused on training and capacity building for the rural poor. Both the
Project areas have a high presence of ethnic minority groups who are the primary Project
beneficiaries and are the overwhelming majority. Hence it meets the criteria of integration of
IP elements into the Project design. Pre-identification of villages (to be confirmed during Project
implementation) with people from Mon and Karen groups who will be the overwhelming
majority of the beneficiaries with other ethnic groups. Consultation and participation will be
continued throughout the Project cycle to ensure their involvement in linkages to micro finance
providers to access credit, training and other Project activities.
In order to ensure compliance with ADB’s SPS, the Ministry of Hotels and Tourism as
executing agency will ensure social safeguards compliance under the Project and provided
with the required fund and resources (i.e. staff). A set of criteria and screening procedures for
eligible civil works or infrastructure upgrading will be established and specific requirements for
land will be set up and implemented by the Project Implementation Unit (PIU). Social
safeguards compliance monitoring will be included in the regular Project progress report and
submitted to ADB.
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Criteria and screening procedures for IR and IP safeguards compliance are:
5. No civil works or infrastructure upgrading shall cause any IR and IP impacts. Specific
screening check list is included in this guideline. The PIU will prepare the check list for each
civil works or infrastructure upgrading to be confirmed by the assigned staff of PMU prior to
submission for financing. Priority should be given to civil works or infrastructure upgrading
which will not involve additional land requirements.
6. Land acquisition will not cause:
a. Involuntary resettlement of the formal or informal land users, squatters or encroachers
of the land
b. Dispossession of assets belonging to the ethnic minority and/or vulnerable groups
c. Significant loss of assets or source of income/ livelihood of the owner of the
donated assets/lands.
7. When government land is being used, it has to confirm with the IR and IP screening checklist
for the civil works or infrastructure upgrading to be eligible for grant financing
8. Under any circumstances, the grant fund must not be used for purchasing of land for
implementation of civil works or infrastructure upgrading.
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Annex O : Relevant References from Grant Agreement
Schedule 4. Executing of Projects; Safeguards, Gender, Financial and Oher Matters
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